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Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi (634/1236 — 710/1311), one of the highly
esteemed figures of the intellectual life of the Eastern lands of Islam dur-
ing the late 7th/13th and early 8th/14th century1, authored two major
works in the field of philosophy that soon became popular — a com-
mentary on Shihab al-Din al-Suhrawardi’s (executed 587/1191) Îikmat
al-ishraq, that is written in Arabic, dedicated to the vizier Jamal al-Din
¨Ali b. MuÌammad al-Dastjirdani and completed in 694/1295, and an
independent work written in Persian, Durrat al-taj li-ghurrat al-dubaj
that was completed between 693/1294 and 705/1306. Durrat al-taj con-
sists of a fatiÌa, five chapters (jumla) and a khatima of four sections

1 Cf. e.g. E. Wiedemann: „Ëu†b al-Din Shirazi.“ In: Encyclopaedia of Islam. New
Edition. Vol. 5, pp. 547-548; Mujtaba Minuvi: „Mulla Qu†b Shirazi.“ In: Yadnama-ye
Irani-ye Minorsky. Eds. Mojtaba Minovi & Iraj Afshar. Tehran 1348sh/1969, pp. 165-
205; Seyyed Hossein Nasr: „Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi.“ In: Dictionary of Scientific Bio-
graphy. Vol. xi. Ed. C. Gillepsie. New York 1976, pp. 247-253 [reprinted in: S.H.
Nasr: The Islamic Intellectual Tradition in Persia. Ed. Mehdi Amin Razavi. Richmond
1996, pp. 216-227]; Ziva Vesel: Les encyclopédies persanes. Essai de typologie et de
classification des sciences. Paris 1986, pp. 13-15; B.A. Rosenfeld & E. Ihsanegla:
Mathematicians, Astronomers and other Scholars of Islamic civilisation and their
works (7th-19th c.). Istanbul 2003, pp. 233-235. — John Walbridge’s monograph on
Qu†b al-Din as an Illuminationist philosopher (The Science of Mystic Lights. Qutb al-
Din Shirazi and the Illuminationist Tradition in Islamic Philosophy. Cambridge, Mass.
1992, a revised version of his PhD dissertation (The Philosophy of Qu†b al-Din Shirazi.
A Study in the Integration of Islamic Philosophy. Diss. Harvard 1983) requires signifi-
cant revision in view of the findings presented here. This also applies to Osman Bakar
who relies heavily on the study of Walbridge (Classification of Knowledge in Islam. A
Study in Islamic Philosophies of Science. Cambridge 1998, pp. 227-262 [Part II. Qu†b
al-Din al-Shirazi]).
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(qu†b) dealing with theology (uÒul-i din), law (furu¨-i din), practical phi-
losophy (Ìikmat-i ¨amali) and Sufi practice.

Whereas the SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq has been published at least twice2,
no complete edition of the very extensive Durrat al-taj is available so
far3. Between 1317-1320sh/1938-1941 Sayyid MuÌammad Mishkat pub-
lished five portions of the work, namely fatiÌa, jumla 1: logic (man†iq),
jumla 2: first philosophy (falsafa-yi ula), jumla 3: physics (¨ilm-i †abi¨i),
and jumla 5: metaphysics (¨ilm-i ilahi)4. Sayyid Îasan Mishkan ™abasi
in 1324sh/1945 published portions of jumla 4 on mathematics (¨ilm-i
riya∂i). In 1369sh/1991, Mahduktbanu Humaˆi published sections three
and four of the khatima5.

Although a systematic comparison of the two texts still needs to be
done, it has already been established that in his commentary on Îikmat
al-ishraq, Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi depended heavily on the SharÌ Îikmat
al-ishraq by his contemporary Shams al-Din MuÌammad b. MaÌmud al-
Shahrazuri (d. after 687/1288), although Qu†b al-Din refrains from mak-
ing this explicit throughout the text6.
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2 Lithograph edition by Asad Allah Harati. Tehran 1313-1315sh/1895-1897, contain-
ing also Mulla ∑adra’s (d. 1050/1640) glosses on Qu†b al-Din’s commentary [recently
reprinted without place and date]. Critical edition by ¨Abd Allah Nurani & Mahdi
MuÌaqqiq. Tehran 1380sh/2001 (Wisdom of Persia; 50). The English introduction by
Hermann Landolt, which is announced on the cover of the volume, is not included in the
book. In the following, we will refer to the critical edition only. Hans Daiber mentions
another edition by Ibrahim ™aba†abaˆi (Tehran 1934) that was not available to us (Bibli-
ography of Islamic Philosophy 1-2. Leiden 1999, vol. 1, p. 751 no. 7316). 

3 For a description of important manuscripts of the work, see Minuvi: „Mulla Qu†b
Shirazi,“ pp. 188-190.

4 The third edition that was at our disposal (Tehran 1369sh/1990) has the original pag-
ination for each separate volume, as well as consecutive pagination for the editor’s intro-
duction and all five volumes; in the following both paginations will be indicated, the con-
secutive pagination in square brackets, respectively.

5 Thus, her edition does not, as suggested by Hans Daiber (Bibliography, vol. 1,
p. 751 no. 7315), replace the edition by Sayyid MuÌammad Mishkat.

6 This was first pointed out by ∆iyaˆ al-Din Durri IÒfahani in the introduction to his
Persian translation of Shahrazuri’s Nuzhat al-arwaÌ, Kanz al-Ìikma (Tehran 1316sh/
1937, p. 12). See also Suhrawardi: Opera metaphysica et mystica II. Ed. Henry Corbin.
Tehran 1952, Prolégomènes II, pp. 64-71. Shams al-Din al-Shahrazuri: SharÌ Îikmat al-
ishraq. Commentary of the Philosophy of Illumination. Critical Edition of the 13th c. Ara-
bic Text, Introduction and Notes by Hossein Ziai. Tehran 1372sh/1993, Persian introduc-
tion, pp. 56, 83. Suhrawardi: The Philosophy of Illumination. A New Critical Edition of
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As for Durrat al-taj, Sayyid MuÌammad Mishkat has shown Qu†b al-
Din al-Shirazi’s heavy dependence in major parts of the work on earlier
sources which he had translated verbatim into Persian7. The main part of
the fatiÌa is in fact a translation of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi’s (d. 606/1209)
Asrar al-tanzil, and the remaining portions of the fatiÌa are translated
partly from Ghazali’s (d. 555/1111) IÌyaˆ ¨ulum al-din and partly from
Taqasim al-Ìikma of Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037); some quotations are more-
over taken from Zamakhshari’s (d. 538/1144) al-Qis†as fi l-¨aru∂.
Mishkat also discusses Qu†b al-Din’s sources for those parts of the
book that were not included in his edition. He remarks that the first sec-
tion of jumla 4 (mathematics) is a translation of TaÌrir-i Uqlidiss by
Qu†b al-Din’s contemporary MuÌyi al-Milla wa l-Din Ya¨qub b.
MuÌammad al-Maghribi al-Andalusi al-Qur†ubi (d. between 680/1281
and 690/1291) into Persian8, whereas the second section of this jumla
is a translation of TalkhiÒ-i Majis†i by ¨Abd al-Malik b. MuÌammad al-
Shirazi (d. ca 596/1200), as Qu†b al-Din himself mentions. The fourth
section of jumla 4 (on music) is taken from the Risala al-Sharafiyya fi l-
nasab al-taˆlifiyya by Qu†b al-Din’s contemporary ∑afi al-Din al-
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the Text of Îikmat al-ishraq with English Translation, Notes, Commentary, and Introduction
by John Walbridge & Hossein Ziai. Provo, Utah 1999, p. xxii. — It is not obvious to us
why John Walbridge, who dedicated an entire monograph to Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi as an
Illuminationist philosopher, did not check Qu†b al-Din’s dependence on Shahrazuri sys-
tematically — particularly since Corbin had already pointed out that the two commen-
taries are quite different in their respective nature, despite Qu†b al-Din’s dependence on
Shahrazuri — but seems to be satisfied with the following remark (Science, p. 162):
„Another set of problems that I did not pursue relates to the originality of Qu†b al-Din’s
Commentary on the ‚Philosophy of Illumination.’ I am aware that this work consists in
part of verbatim quotations from the earlier commentary of Shahrazuri. Presumably some
of the ideas I have attributed to Qu†b al-Din are originally Shahrazuri’s. There cannot be
much doubt that comparing Qu†b al-Din’s commentary with Shahrazuri’s would shed
light on the nature of Qu†b al-Din’s distinctive views.“

7 See Durrat al-taj. Ed. Mishkat, introduction, [pp. 69-71] and vol. 1, pp. 132-133 n. 2
[212-213].

8 This has been contested by a number of Russian scholars who argue that Shirazi's
source rather was a lost text by NaÒir al-Din al-™usi on Euclid; see „Kutb ad-Din ash-
Shirazi: Kommentarii k ,Traktatu o dvizhenii katcheniya i otnoshenii mezhdu ploskim u
krivim.“ In: Nautchnoye nasledstvo. Vol. 6: Iz istorii fizikomatematitcheskich nauk na
srednevekovom vostoke. Traktaty al-Khazini, al-Biruni, Ibn al-Khusayna, ash-Shirazi.
Ed. G.P. Matvievskaya. Moscow 1983, pp. 175-228; A.K. Kubesov: „Infinitezimal'nye
metody Nasireddina Tusi.“ In: Izvestija AN AzSSR, Seriya fiz.-mat. i tekhn. nauk (1963),
pp. 147-52.
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Urmawi (d. 693/1294)9 with some additional material taken from
Farabi’s (d. 339/950) al-Musiqi al-kabir and Ibn Sina’s chapter on music
in al-Shifaˆ. Two works by Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, al-Arba¨in fi uÒul al-
din and Asrar al-tanzil, were the main sources for section one (uÒul-i
din) of the khatima. He assumed that the last section of the khatima on
∑ufi practice was probably taken from Sa¨id al-Din al-Farghani’s 
(d. 695/1296) Manahij al-¨ibad ila l-ma¨ad10. Mahdukhtbanu Humaˆi, in
her introduction to the partial edition of 1991, shows that the section on
practical philosophy of the khatima is taken from La†aˆif al-Ìikma of
Siraj al-Din al-Urmawi (d. 682/1283-84), with the exception of one por-
tion which is a translation from Farabi’s FuÒul al-madani and some
small additions from Fakhr al-Din al-Razi’s Kitab al-Arba¨in11.

As for the portions on logic, first philosophy, physics and metaphysics
(jumla 1, 2, 3, and 5), Mishkat assumed at the time that these likewise
did not originate with Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi but rather consisted of quo-
tations from or translations of earlier sources. Mishkat states that he was
unable to identify those sources, yet given the Illuminationist character
of those chapters he suggests that Qu†b al-Din’s sources were either one
or several texts by Suhrawardi or Shahrazuri’s Shajara al-ilahiyya12.
Mishkat’s educated guess was repeated by later scholars, though at times
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9 See also E. Neubauer: „Safi al-Din al-Urmawi.“ In: Encyclopaedia of Islam. New
Edition, vol. 8, p. 807.

10 Following a hint by William C. Chittick, but without mentioning that this has
already been established by Sayyid MuÌammad Mishkat, John Walbridge has recently
argued again that the section of ∑ufi practice is taken completely from Sa¨id al-Din al-
Farghani’s Manahij al-¨ibad ila l-ma¨ad. See John T. Walbridge: „A Sufi Scientist of
the Thirteenth Century: The Mystical Ideas and Practices of Qu†b al-Din Shirazi.“ In:
The Heritage of Sufism. Volume II. The Legacy of Medieval Persian Sufism (1150-1500).
Ed. Leonard Lewisohn. Oxford 1999, pp. 323-340. The degree of Qu†b al-Din’s depen-
dence on this work, however, was not established by Walbridge who writes (p. 326-
327): „Though I have not seen the Manahij, the identity of the Manahij with the chap-
ters on fiqh and mysticism in the Pearly Crown can be established by two proofs. First,
the section headings of the first and the second parts of the Manahij are identical with
those of the Pearly Crown. Second, Qu†b al-Din himself says that the mysticism chapter
was written by someone else, and Jami in his biography of Farghani quotes several pas-
sages from the Manahij which agree word for word with the corresponding passages of
the Pearly Crown.“ 

11 Ed. Humaˆi, introduction, pp. 33-51, 227-232.
12 Ed. Mishkat, introduction, [p. 69].
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in a less than precise manner and often without credit being given to
him13.

Among the Illuminationists of his time, Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi was of
course closely familiar with Shahrazuri’s SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq. How-
ever, there are no indications that he also knew the latter’s Shajara
al-ilahiyya (dated 680/1282); on the contrary, the Shajara seems to have
become popular only during the 9th/15th century14. The earliest philoso-
pher aware of Shahrazuri’s Shajara was apparently Jalal al-Din al-
Dawani (d. 908/1502) who refers to a Thamara of the Shajara — pre-
sumably some kind of summary or extract of the Shajara, about which
nothing further is known at the moment15. The first thinker who exten-
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13 Walbridge (Science, p. 82) seems to prefer to ignore Mishkat’s guess when he
writes: „Nevertheless, none of the philosophically important chapters, with the exception
of parts of the practical philosophy and the mysticism, were direct translations.“ How-
ever, later on he writes (Science, p. 176): „The sections that are genuinely Qu†b al-Din’s
were popular in that they avoided the more arcane areas of mystical philosophy…. Other
important sources include Avicenna’s Book of Healing, Suhrawardi’s Paths and Havens
and Philosophy of Illumination, and Shahrazuri’s Divine Tree for the philosophical sec-
tions; …“ See also Science, pp. 160-161 where he writes: „I have based this work on the
assumption that Suhrawardi was the most important influence on Qu†b al-Din. His best-
known philosophical work, after all, was a commentary on The Philosophy of Illumina-
tion; and the influences of Suhrawardi on The Pearly Crown are plain…. Based on my
very unsystematic investigation of The Book of Paths and Havens, I suspect that The
Pearly Crown’s relation to Suhrawardi’s thought would be much clearer in its light.“ —
Nowhere throughout his study does Walbridge define which sections of the work he con-
siders to be „genuinely Qu†b al-Din’s“ nor does he indicate where exactly he found Qu†b
al-Din to be dependent on the mentioned writings of Suhrawardi and Shahrazuri. —
Baker (Classification, p. 241) writes: „Apart from the introduction, the encyclopaedia
consists of five books dealing with logic, metaphysics, natural philosophy, mathematics
and theodicy, as well as a four-part conclusion on religion and mysticism. The materials
for each book are drawn from the works of various authors. Viewed as a metaphysical
treatise, it was mainly influenced by the writings of Ibn Sina and Suhrawardi.“

14 N. Görgün has edited the Shajara in an unpublished PhD thesis (E≥-≤eceretü ’l-
ilahiyye fi ulumi ’l-hakaˆiki ’r-rabbaniyye. Ph.D. thesis Istanbul: Marmara Üniversitesi,
Ilahiyat Fakültesi, 1996) which was recently published (Istanbul 2004). Another edition
of the work is currently being prepared by Najaf Quli Îabibi that will be published by the
Iranian Institute of Philosophy (Tehran).

15 Cf. Jalal al-Din al-Dawani: „Unmudhaj al-¨ulum.” In: Jalal al-Din al-Dawani: Tha-
lath rasaˆil. Ed. Sayyid AÌmad Tuysirkani. Mashhad 1411/1990-91, p. 302. For al-
Dawani, see the bibliographical study by Reza Pourjavady: „Kitabshinasi-yi athar-i Jalal
al-Din Dawani.“ In: Ma¨arif 15 i/ii (1377sh/1998), pp. 81-138.
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sively used the Shajara as a source was apparently Ibn Abi Jumhur al-
AÌsaˆi (d. after 906/1501) who was introduced to Illuminationist philos-
ophy, as it seems, by a student of Dawani, Sharaf al-Din Îasan al-Fattal
al-Najafi (alive in 870/1465-66)16. Extensive use of the Shajara was also
made by MaÌmud al-Nayrizi (d. after 932/1526) in his commentary on
AlwaÌ al-¨imadiyya of Suhrawardi17. In the 11th/17th century, the work
was well known among and frequently quoted from by the representa-
tives of the so-called School of IÒfahan18.

Qu†b al-Din was equally, if not more, familiar with the writings of his
older contemporary Sa¨d b. ManÒur Ibn Kammuna (d. 683/1284) whose
work seems to have been much more popular at the time than the writ-
ings of Shahrazuri19. In his detailed description of Illuminationist manu-
scripts in the libraries of Istanbul, Hellmut Ritter lists four copies of
Shahrazuri’s commentary on Suhrawardi’s TalwiÌat, among them the
autograph and another copy written during the third decade of the 8th/
14th century; for the remaining two, he does not give any dates. Of Ibn
Kammuna’s commentary on the same work, he lists seventeen copies,
ten of which are dated between the years 684/1286 and 766/1364-65,
and four of which were copied during the lifetime of Qu†b al-Din al-Shi-
razi. Ritter further describes two codices, each containing at least two
writings by Ibn Kammuna, respectively20. Another indicator that Shah-
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16 Cf. Sabine Schmidtke: „The Influence of Sams ad-Din Sahrazuri (7th/13th century)
on Ibn Abi Gumhur al-AÌsaˆi (d. after 904/1499). A preliminary note.“ In: Encounters of
Words and Texts: Intercultural Studies in Honor of Stefan Wild on the Occasion of His
60th Birthday. Eds. Lutz Edzard & Christian Szyska. Hildesheim 1997, pp. 23-32;
eadem: Theologie, Philosophie und Mystik im zwölferschiitischen Islam des 9./15. Jahr-
hunderts. Die Gedankenwelten des Ibn Abi Gumhur al-AÌsaˆi (um 838/1434-35 — nach
906/1501). Leiden 2000, p. 17 and passim.

17 A comprehensive study of MaÌmud al-Nayrizi is currently being prepared by Reza
Pourjavady.

18 See Hossein Ziai: „The Manuscript of al-Shajara al-Ilahiyya. A Philosophical
Encyclopaedia by Shams al-Din MuÌammad Shahrazuri.“ In: Iranshenasi 2 i (1990),
pp. 14-16, 89-108.

19 For Ibn Kammuna, see Sabine Schmidtke: „Studies on Sa¨d b. ManÒur Ibn Kam-
muna (d. 683/1284): Beginnings, Achievements, and Perspectives.“ In: Persica 19
(2003), pp. 105-121. — In their respective studies both John Walbridge and Osman Bakar
ignore Ibn Kammuna as a contemporary of Qu†b al-Din and as a significant interpreter of
Suhrawardi.

20 See Hellmut Ritter: „Philologika ix. Die vier Suhrawardi. Ihre Werke in Stambuler
Handschriften.“ In: Der Islam 24 (1937), pp. 273-275; 25 (1939), pp. 58, 61. 
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razuri’s work was not popular during his lifetime or shortly after his
death is the absence of information about his biography21.

It has also been pointed out by Henry Corbin that Qu†b al-Din had in
his possession a precious copy of Ibn Kammuna’s SharÌ al-talwiÌat, which
in 692/1292-93 he gave as a present to one of the sons of the amir22.
Moreover, a codex containing numerous writings by Ibn Kammuna that
was copied by a student of Qu†b al-Din, Taj al-Din MaÌmud al-Sharif al-
Kirmani, is extant23. This indicates the popularity of Ibn Kammuna’s
writings also among students of Qu†b al-Din and suggests that perhaps
Qu†b al-Din was reading Ibn Kammuna’s writings with Taj al-Din al-
Kirmani and possibly also with other students of his24. It is, moreover,
likely that Qu†b al-Din may have met Ibn Kammuna personally some
time between 665/1266 and 667/1268 when he is known to have been in
Baghdad25, which seems to have been Ibn Kammuna’s permanent place
of residence.

As was recently shown by Sayyid Îusayn Sayyid Musawi, Qu†b
al-Din quotes from the writings of Ibn Kammuna in SharÌ Îikmat al-
ishraq26; as a rule, Qu†b al-Din refers to him as ba¨∂ al-afa∂il min al-
mu¨aÒirin or al-mu¨aÒirun min al-afa∂il. Musawi mentions Ibn Kam-
muna’s specific view on three issues and notes that on the first two Qu†b
al-Din followed, but on the third criticized Ibn Kammuna. The first was
Ibn Kammuna’s notion that taÒdiq was a subdivision of taÒawwur27. The
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21 See Daniele Mascitelli: L’identità di Sams al-Din Sahrazuri filosofo israqi: un caso
aperto. In: Rivista degli studi orientali 69 (1995), pp. 219-227; Pierre Lory: “al-Shah-
razuri.” In: Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, vol. 9, pp. 219-220.

22 Suhrawardi: Opera metaphysica and mystica I. Ed. Henry Corbin. Istanbul 1945,
Prolégomènes, pp. lxiv-lxvi; cf. also Ritter: „Philologika ix,“ p. 274.

23 FatiÌ 3141. For Taj al-Din al-Kirmani, see Minuvi: „Mulla Qu†b Shirazi,“ p. 192.
24 The manuscript of the ijaza issued by Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi to Taj al-Din al-Kir-

mani (dated 696/1296-97; ms Yusuf Agha (Konya) 6624, fol. 281) that might contain
more information on what al-Kirmani studied with Qu†b al-Din was unavailable to us.

25 See Durrat al-taj. Ed. Mishkat, p. [45]; Bakar: Classification, p. 233.
26 Sayyid Îusayn Sayyid Musawi: „Mulla ∑adra wa Ibn Kammuna.“ In: Mulla ∑adra

wa mu†ala¨at-i ta†biqi. Majmu¨a-yi maqalat-i hamayish-i jahani-yi Ìakim Mulla ∑adra.
Vol. 5. Tehran 1381sh/2002, pp. 46-53. 

27 In his glosses to SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq (p. 41), Mulla ∑adra points out that this
specific notion in fact originated with Ibn Kammuna, not with Qu†b al-Din. See also
Musawi: „Mulla ∑adra wa Ibn Kammuna,“ pp. 46-48.
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second was the issue of the preeternity of the soul28. The third was the
notion that the simple cannot emanate from the composed (la yajuzu
Òudur al-basi† min al-murakkab)29. A further issue — which Musawi
does not point out — in which Qu†b al-Din sides with Ibn Kammuna is
in the field of modal logic, where Ibn Kammuna states that „no Bs are
necessarily Js“ equals „no Bs are always Js“. This issue was first dis-
cussed in Ibn Kammuna’s correspondence with Katibi (d. 675/1276) and
was later reflected in his Kashif 30. Qu†b al-Din was aware of the discus-
sion between Ibn Kammuna and Katibi and, being on the side of Ibn
Kammuna, he criticized the argument of Katibi whom he refers to as
ba¨∂ al-akabir al-fu∂alaˆ min al-mutaˆakhkhirin31.

The most extensive independent work by Ibn Kammuna on philoso-
phy was a book arranged in seven chapters (abwab)32, each containing
seven fuÒul, composed for Dawlat Shah b. al-amir Sayf al-Din Sanjar al-
∑aÌibi33, that he completed on 19 Dhu l-Qa¨da 676/13 April 1278 and
that later circulated under the titles al-Kashif or al-Jadid fi l-Ìikma
and other similar titles (hereafter: Kashif)34. A systematic comparison
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28 Cf. Musawi: „Mulla ∑adra wa Ibn Kammuna,“ pp. 51-53. Qu†b al-Din partly
quotes and partly summarizes (SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq, p. 431:12-432:7) a section from
Ibn Kammuna’s Maqala fi ithbat abadiyyat nafs al-insan (In: Ansiyah Barkhah: TaÒÌiÌ-
i Risala-yi Azaliyyat al-nafs wa baqaˆiha taˆlif-i Ibn Kammuna. MA thesis: Danishgah-i
Tihran 1379sh/2000, pp. 91-92).

29 SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq, pp. 249:10-250:5; cf. Musawi: „Mulla ∑adra wa Ibn
Kammuna,“ pp. 48-51. We were unable so far to find the exact quote in Ibn Kammuna’s
writings; however, similar argumentations and wordings are to be found in his Kashif
(p. 249), in his Maqala fi ithbat abadiyyat nafs al-insan (p. 97) and in his Maqala fi anna
l-nafs laysat bi-mizaj al-badan wa la kaˆina ¨an mizaj al-badan (In: Barkhah: TaÒÌiÌ-i
Risala-yi Azaliyyat al-nafs, pp. 138-139). — Another quotation that is without doubt
taken from a writing of Ibn Kammuna — either from his correspondence with Katibi
(d. 675/1276) or from Kashif — is to be found in SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq, pp. 90:1-91:4.

30 Kashif (as n. 34), pp. 203-205.
31 SharÌ Îikmat al-ishraq, pp. 90:1-91:4.
32 Namely bab 1: fi alat al-naÂar al-musamma bi-l-man†iq; bab 2: al-umur al-¨amma

li-l-mafhumat kulliha; bab 3: aqsam al-a¨ra∂ al-wujudiyya wa l-i¨tibariyya; bab 4: fi
l-ajsam al-†abi¨iyya; bab 5: fi l-nufus wa Òifatiha wa athariha; bab 6: fi l-¨uqul; bab 7:
fi wajib al-wujud.

33 On him, see Ibn al-Fuwa†i: Majma¨ al-adab fi mu¨jam al-alqab. Ed. MuÌammad
KaÂim. Tehran 1416/1995-96, vol. 1, pp. 182-183 (no. 185).

34 Edited with introduction by Îamid Mar¨id al-Kabisi (Baghdad 1403/1982). On the
basis of this edition an MA thesis was written on the text under the guidance of Hans
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between this work and Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi’s Durrat al-taj shows that
the latter’s portions on first philosophy, physics and metaphysics (jumla
2, 3, and 5) are in fact translations of chapters (abwab) 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
of Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif. Apart from very minor differences, most of
which seem to be the result of corruptions of the printed text of the
Kashif (or at times possibly also of the manuscript Qu†b al-Din used, as
distinct from the manuscripts used by the modern editor), there are no
differences to be observed between the text of Ibn Kammuna and Qu†b
al-Din’s translation. He even kept editorial statements by Ibn Kammuna
that disagree in fact with the context of Durrat al-taj. In the section
on first philosophy, for example, Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi translated Ibn
Kammuna’s statement that the discussion on al-kayfiyyat bi-l-kamm al-
munfaÒil belonged to arithmetics and is therefore beyond the purpose of
this book, i.e. the Kashif (p. 281-282), although Qu†b al-Din treats arith-
metics at length in jumla 4. Of course, Qu†b al-Din also translated every-
thing Ibn Kammuna himself took from earlier sources, such as Suhra-
wardi’s Maqamat al-∑ufiyya35.

The text of jumla 1 of Durrat al-taj dealing with logic is much less
dependent on the Kashif than is the case with the text of jumla 2, 3, and
5. In particular the first three chapters (maqalat) of this jumla are not
dependent on the Kashif, although Qu†b al-Din was clearly inspired by
Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif; the number of chapters and the respective chap-
ter headings correspond exactly with the Kashif. In those three chapters
Qu†b al-Din used several other sources, some of which are indicated,
namely Ibn Sina, his Shifaˆ and Isharat wa l-tanbihat, Farabi, Suhra-
wardi’s Mu†araÌat, Awsa†-i Jurjani, al-MulakhkhaÒ fi l-Ìikma wa 
l-man†iq by Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, Buqra†’s (Hippokrates’) FuÒul; he fur-
ther refers to ustadh kha†am-i Ìukamaˆ, ba¨∂i az muÌaqqiqan and to
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Daiber (Christine Fink: Ibn Kammuna über die Grundbegriffe der Philosophie. Analyse
eines Kapitels aus seinem Werk ‘Das Neue in der Philosophie’. MA thesis Frankfurt/
Main 1997).

35 This work is also known under the title Kalimat al-taÒawwuf. Kashif, p. 459 (= Dur-
rat al-taj, vol. 4, pp. 116-117 [736-737]) is taken from Kalimat al-taÒawwuf (In:
Suhrawardi: Œuvres philosophiques et mystiques. Tome iv. Textes édités avec Prolé-
gomènes en Persan par Dr. Najafqoli Habibi. Tehran 2001, p. 133); Kashif, p. 471 
(= Durrat al-taj, vol. 4, pp. 126-127 [746-747]) is taken from Kalimat al-taÒawwuf,
pp. 129-131.
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mutaˆakhkhiran, whose respective identity still needs to be clarified.
Chapters 4, 5, and 7 of the section on logic are clearly dependent on 
Ibn Kammuna’s work; Qu†b al-Din translated here with very minor
exceptions the complete text of the corresponding chapters of Kashif,
supplementing them with numerous commenting, exemplifying or other-
wise supplementary additions. In some cases Qu†b al-Din further adds
critical remarks, directed against ba¨∂i mutaˆakhkhiran or ba¨∂i (az)
mutaˆakhkhiran, whose identity, again, still needs to be clarified36.
Throughout chapters 4, 5, and 7, moreover, he makes a number of
editorial changes. He further subdivides the material presented in each
chapter (maqalat) of the logic section into several ta¨lim, even when he
takes material from Ibn Kammuna. Chapter (maqalat) six is a verbatim
translation of the corresponding chapter (faÒl) six of the Kashif. (See
appendix)

Qu†b al-Din states in the introduction to Durrat al-taj that he was
commissioned by amir Dubaj b. Filshah, the ruler of Gilan37, to compose
a comprehensive book on philosophy containing logic, physics, meta-
physics and mathematics in Persian38. It can safely be assumed that Qu†b
al-Din was paid for the work39; it is likely that in order to get the job
done, he generally selected those writings of earlier and particularly con-
temporary scholars that he regarded as the best in the respective disci-
pline and translated them. His procedure in the section on logic suggests
that he initially intended to use the Kashif merely as a guideline for the
philosophical section; he did not continue with this procedure during the
later sections, possibly for lack of time or other practical reasons40.

The fact that, with the exception of portions of the section on logic, no
part of the philosophical sections of Durrat al-taj was originally written
by Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi, suggests that his significance as a philosopher
should be reconsidered. A fair evaluation of his originality in this disci-
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36 Cf. Durrat al-taj, vol. 2, pp. 139 [431]:17-140 [432]:5; vol. 3, p. 132 [424]:5-18.
37 Cf. Durrat al-taj, vol. 1, p. 9 [89].
38 Cf. Durrat al-taj, vol. 1, p. 21 [101].
39 Cf. Durrat al-taj, vol. 1, pp. 21-22 [101-102].
40 Cf. Durrat al-taj, vol. 1, p. 21 [101], where Qu†b al-Din states that he was very busy

at the time.
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pline requires a careful study of his commentary on Îikmat al-ishraq.
From the descriptions Corbin gives of this work41, as well as from the
few references to quotations taken from Ibn Kammuna’s writings pre-
sented above, it appears that Qu†b al-Din’s own philosophical views are
clearly discernible in the SharÌ. By contrast, given its heavy dependence
on Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif, Durrat al-taj can hardly serve as a source for
the study of Qu†b al-Din’s philosophical views42. This does not apply,
however, to the field of logic; his composition of the first three chapters
in this section and his commentaries on and supplements to the text of
Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif in the remaining four chapters of this jumla,
make this an important source for the study of his views in this disci-
pline — if, indeed, this section was written by Qu†b al-Din himself and
not similarly taken from another, so far unidentified source. Moreover,
since Qu†b al-Din follows Ibn Kammuna in the arrangement of his mate-
rial, not only in the sections on philosophical issues, but also on logic —
as can be seen from the identical chapter headings in this section —
Qu†b al-Din can probably not be credited with a partly new, original
classification of the sciences as suggested by Osman Bakar43. His origi-
nality in this regard can only be claimed when the entire, encyclopaedic
character of Durrat al-taj is taken into consideration, including the
fatiÌa, jumla 4 and the khatima.

For the further study of Ibn Kammuna it would be highly desirable to
have a new critical edition of his Kashif. This must take into account the
translation of this work by Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi in his Durrat al-taj.
Since Qu†b al-Din translated the text some thirty years after Ibn Kam-
muna completed the Kashif, he must have done so on the basis of a very
early copy — possibly even an autograph — of the work. Moreover, a
careful examination of the extant manuscripts of Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif
would also be useful to establish an improved edition of Qu†b al-Din al-
Shirazi’s Durrat al-taj.
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41 See Suhrawardi: Opera metaphysica et mystica II, Prolégomènes II, pp. 64-71.
42 See also Vesel: Les encyclopédies persanes, p. 14.
43 Bakar: Classification, pp. 249-262 (Chp. 11: Qu†b al-Din’s Classification of the

Sciences).
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Ibn Kammuna: al-Jadid fi l-Ìikma
[=Kashif]. Ed. Îamid Mar¨id al-Kabisi.
Baghdad 1403/1982

al-Bab 1: fi alat al-naÂar al-musammat bi-
l-man†iq (pp. 149ff)
al-FaÒl 1: fi mahiyyat al-man†iq wa
manfa¨atihi wa umur yantafi¨u biha taw†iˆa
(pp. 151-156)

al-FaÒl 2: fi iktisab al-taÒawwurat (pp.
157-160)

Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi: Durrat al-taj 1-5.
Ed. Sayyid MuÌammad Mishkat. Tehran
1317-1320sh/1938-1941

Jumla 1: dar man†iq (vol. 2, pp. 1ff
[293ff])
maqalat 1: dar bayan-i mahiyyat-i man†iq
wa manfa¨at-i an — dar bayan maw∂u¨-i
man†iq — dar bayan-i umuri ki taqdim-i
an wajib ast taw†iˆa ra (vol. 2, pp. 1-43
[293-335])
Further divided into 3 sections (ta¨lim):
dar bayan-i mahiyyat-i man†iq wa
manfa¨at-i an (p. 1 [293]), dar bayan-i
maw∂u¨-i man†iq (p. 8 [300]), dar bayan-i
umuri ki taqdim-i an wajib ast taw†iˆ ra wa
in mushtamal ast bar muqaddima wa sih
faÒl (p. 13 [305])
Apart from the chapter heading and the
introductory paragraphs (Kashif 151:4-13/
Durrat al-taj vol. 2, p. 1 [293]:10-21),
Qu†b al-Din has not directly translated any
text from the Kashif. Instead, he used sev-
eral other sources some of which are men-
tioned: Ibn Sina: Danishnama-yi ¨alaˆi
(p. 2 [294]); Ibn Sina: Shifaˆ, pp. 2 [294],
4 [296], 10 [302], 23 [315]; „Mutaˆakh-
khiran“, pp. 3 [295], 13 [305], 28 [320],
35 [327], 41 [333]
maqalat 2: dar iktisab-i taÒawwurat (vol.
2, pp. 44-50 [336-342])
Further divided into 2 sections (ta¨lim):
dar aqsam wa aÌkam-i ma¨rifat ki an ra
aqwal-i shariÌa khwanand (p. 44 [336]),

APPENDIX

Ibn Kammuna’s Kashif and Qu†b al-Din al-Shirazi’s translation of 
this work into Persian, contained in his Durrat al-taj
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al-FaÒl 3: fi l-qa∂aya wa-aqsamiha (pp.
161-168)

al-FaÒl 4: fi lawazim al-qa∂iyya ¨inda infi-
radiha (pp. 169-176)

dar aghla†-i aqwal-i shariÌa (p. 48 [340])
Apart from the chapter heading, Qu†b al-
Din has not translated any text from the
Kashif.
maqalat 3: dar qa∂aya wa aqsam wa
aÌkam-i an (vol. 2, pp. 50-97 [342-389])
Further divided into 7 sections (ta¨lim):
dar ta¨rif wa taqsim-i qa∂iyya (p. 51
[343]); dar ajzaˆ-i Ìamliyya (p. 54 [346]);
dar khuÒuÒ wa ÌaÒr wa ihmal-i qa∂aya
(p. 56 [348]); dar taÌqiq-i maÌÒurat (p. 61
[353]); dar ¨udul wa taÌÒil (p. 79 [371]);
dar jihat (p. 83 [375]); dar qa∂aya-yi
shar†i (p. 87 [379])
Apart from the chapter heading, Qu†b al-
Din has not translated any text from the
Kashif. Instead, he used several other
sources some of which are mentioned: Ibn
Sina (pp. 54 [346], 62 [354], 67 [359], 76
[368], 78 [370]); Ibn Sina: al-Shifaˆ (pp. 57
[349], 58 [350], 66 [358], 68 [360], 70
[362], 110 [402]); Ibn Sina: Man†iq-i Shifaˆ
(p. 75 [367]); Ibn Sina: al-Isharat (pp. 57
[349], 58 [350], 70 [362], 71 [363]); Farabi
(pp. 63 [355], 73 [365]); al-Mu†araÌat
(Suhrawardi) (p. 70 [362]); al-Awsa†-i Jur-
jani (p. 70 [362]); al-MulakhkhaÒ (Fakhr
al-Din al-Razi) (p. 70 [362]); Buqra†: al-
FuÒul (p. 70 [362]); “ustadh-i khatam-i
Ìukamaˆ” (p. 58 [350]); “mutaˆakhkhiran”
(pp. 69 [361], 71 [363], 72 [364]); “ba¨∂i
az muÌaqqiqan” (p. 78 [370]).
maqalat 4: dar lawazim-i qa∂aya ¨inda l-
infirad (vol. 2, pp. 97-122 [389-414])
Further divided into 4 sections (ta¨lim):
dar talazum wa ta¨anud-i shar†iyyat-i basi†
wa mukhtali† (p. 98 [390]); dar tanaqu∂
(p. 112 [404]); dar ¨aks-i mustawi (p. 118
[410]); dar ¨aks-i naqi∂ (p. 121 [413])
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al-FaÒl 5: fi l-qiyas al-basi† (pp. 177-187)

Commenting additions: pp. 116 [408]:7-
11, 117 [409]:13-16 & chart, 119 [411]:5-
7, 121 [413]:8-9
Supplementary additions: pp. 97 [389]:
11-113 [405]:2, 120 [412]:17-121 [413]:6
Variations: Kashif pp. 169:1-171:6 ≠
Durrat al-taj pp. 113 [405]:2-115 [407]:
20; Kashif p.175 ≠ Durrat al-taj p. 122
[414]:12-13
maqalat 5: dar Ìujjat (vol. 2, pp. 123-144
[415-436])
Further divided into a muqaddima and 3
sections (ta¨lim): dar ta¨rif-i Ìujjat wa
qiyas wa taqsim-i ishan (p. 123 [415]); dar
qiyas-i iqtirani… az du Ìamli (p. 125
[417]); dar qiyas-i iqtirani-yi shar†i (p. 139
[431]); dar qiyas-i istithnaˆi (p. 142 [434])
Change in the order of the arrangement of
the text: pp. 124 [416]:12-125 [417]:9
Commenting additions: pp. 130 [422]:18,
20, 22-23, 131 [423]:1-2, 12-13, 131
[423]:22-132 [424]:3, 134 [426]:4, 6, 20-
21, 22, 135 [426]:11-2, 3-4, 137 [429]:11,
13, 15-16, 17-18, 19-20
Critical additions: pp. 132 [424]:5-18
(directed against ba¨∂i mutaˆakhkhiran),
139 [431]:17-140 [432]:5 (directed against
ba¨∂i az mutaˆakhkhiran), 141 [433]:14-21
Exemplifying additions: pp. 131 [423]:14-
17, 134 [426]:6-19
Supplementary additions: pp. 125 [417]:
18-126 [418]:19, 129 [421]:11-130 [422]:
17, 131 [423]:6-12, 131 [423]:18-19, 133
[425]:10-134 [426]:3, 136 [428]:6-137
[429]:10
Variations: The introductory paragraphs
in Kashif (p. 177:4-7) and Durrat al-taj
(pp. 123 [415]:5-124 [416]:11) constitute
different texts, respectively. The following
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al-FaÒl 6: fi tawabi¨ al-aqyisa wa-lawa-
Ìiqiha (pp. 189-193)

al-FaÒl 7: fi l-Òanaˆi¨ al-khams allati huwa
al-burhan wa l-jadal wa l-khi†aba wa l-
shi¨r wa l-mughala†a (pp. 195-207)

texts are also not related to each other:
Kashif p. 182:10-15 ≠ Durrat al-taj
pp. 135 [427]:8-136 [428]:3; Kashif 
pp. 182:22-183:2 ≠ Durrat al-taj pp. 137
[429]:21-138 [430]:1
maqalat 6: dar tawabi¨-i aqyisa wa lawa-
Ìiq-i an (vol. 2, pp. 144-152 [436-444])
Further divided into 10 sections (ta¨lim):
dar qiyas murakkab (p. 145 [437]); dar
qiyas-i khulf (p. 145 [437]); dar qiyas-i
muqassam (p. 147 [439]); dar takthir-i
qiyas (p. 147 [439]); dar qiyas-i ∂amir 
(p. 147 [439]); dar qiyas-i ¨aks (p. 148
[440]); dar qiyas-i dur (p. 148 [440]); dar
istiqrar-i nataˆij wa nataˆij-i Òadiqa az
muqaddimat-i kadhiba (p. 149 [441]); dar
iktisab-i qiyas (p. 150 [442]); dar taÌlil-i
qiyas (p. 151 [443])
Commenting additions to the text: pp. 148
[440]:12-13, 20-22, 149 [441]:20-22, 150
[442]:6-7
Exemplifying additions to the text: pp.
149 [441]:5-7, 8, 8-9, 10, 11-12, 13, 14-19
maqalat 7: dar Òina¨at panjganat-i ki burhan,
wa jadal, wa khi†abat, wa shi¨r, wa mugha-
la†a ast (vol. 2, pp. 153-177 [445-469])
Further divided into 5 (ta¨lim): dar burhan
(p. 153 [445]), dar jadal (p. 156 [448]), dar
khi†abat (p. 158 [450]), dar shi¨r (p. 159
[451]), dar mughala†a (p. 160 [452])
Commenting additions to the text: pp. 160
[452]:13-16, 16-18, 161 [453]:15-17, 162
[454]:5-13, 163 [455]:12-22, 124 [456]:2-
4, 5-13, 177 [469]:13-16
Supplementary additions to the text: pp.
170 [462]:4-177 [469]:8
P. 177 [469]:8-13 is again identical with
Kashif p. 207:3-5. Qu†b al-Din omitted,
though, Ibn Kammuna’s last two lines
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al-Bab 2: fi l-umur al-¨amma li-l-mafhu-
mat kulliha (pp. 209ff) 

al-FaÒl 1: fi l-wujud wa l-¨adam wa aÌka-
miha wa aqsamiha (pp. 211-218)

al-FaÒl 2: fi l-mahiyya wa tashakhkhuÒiha
wa ma tanqasimu ilayhi (pp. 219-225)

al-FaÒl 3: fi l-waÌda wa l-kathra wa lawa-
Ìiqihima (pp. 227-232)

al-FaÒl 4: fi l-wujud wa l-imkan wa l-
imtina¨ wa ma yata¨allaqu biha (pp. 233-
237)
al-FaÒl 5: fi l-qidam wa l-Ìuduth (pp. 238-
241)

al-FaÒl 6: fi l-¨illa wa l-ma¨lul wa maba-
Ìithihima (pp. 243-254)
al-FaÒl 7: fi l-jawhar wa l-¨ara∂ wa aÌwal-
ihima al-kulliyya (pp. 255-262)

al-Bab 3: fi aqsam al-a¨ra∂ al-wujudiyya
wa l-i¨tibariyya (pp. 263ff)
al-FaÒl 1: fi l-maqadir wa l-a¨dad allati
ya¨ummuha kawnaha jami¨uha qarra al-
dhat (pp. 265-270)
al-FaÒl 2: fi l-kammiyya ghayr al-qarra wa
hiya al-zaman (pp. 271-277)

al-FaÒl 3: fi ma la yu¨tabaru fihi min al-
kayfiyyat (pp. 279-283)

(Kashif 207:6-7) where the latter explains
that he did not bring any examples, for
Qu†b al-Din had in fact added such with
his text.

Jumla 2: falsafa-yi ula
fann 1: dar umur-i ¨amma jumla-yi mafhu-
mat ra (vol. 3, pp. 1ff [479ff])
maqalat 1: dar wujud wa ¨adam wa aÌkam
wa aqsam-i ishan (vol. 3, pp. 1-10 [479-
488])
maqalat 2: dar mahiyyat wa tashakhkhuÒ-i
an wa anja bi an munqasim shud (vol. 3,
pp. 10-18 [488-496])
maqalat 3: dar waÌdat wa kathrat wa
lawaÌiq-i ishan (vol. 3, pp. 18-24 [496-
502])
maqalat 4: dar wujub wa imkan wa
imtina¨ wa anja bi inha ta¨alluq darad (vol.
3, pp. 24-29 [502-507])
maqalat 5: dar qidam wa Ìuduth bi-har du
ma¨na a¨ni zamani wa dhati (vol. 3, pp. 29-
33 [507-511])
maqalat 6: dar ¨illat wa ma¨lul wa maba-
Ìith-i ishan (vol. 3 pp. 33-46 [511-524])
maqalat 7: dar jawhar wa ¨ara∂ wa aÌwal-i
kulli-yi ishan (vol. 3, pp. 46-52 [524-530])

fann 2: dar aqsam-i a¨ra∂-i wujudi wa
i¨tibari (vol. 3, pp. 53ff [531ff])
maqalat 1: dar maqadir [wa] a¨dad ki kam-
miyyat-i qarr al-dhat shamil-i ishan bashad
(vol. 3, pp. 53-58 [531-536])
maqalat 2: dar kammiyyat-i ghayr qarrah
wa an zaman ast (vol. 3, pp. 58-64 [536-
542])
maqalat 3: dar anja i¨tibar nakunand daru
az kayfiyyat ki u kamal-i jawharist (vol. 3,
pp. 65-68 [543-546])
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al-FaÒl 4: fi l-kayfiyyat al-maÌsusa (pp.
285-294)

al-FaÒl 5: fima laysa min shaˆnihi an
yaÌissa bi-l-Ìiss al-Âahir min anwa¨ al-
kayf (pp. 295-310)
al-FaÒl 6: fi l-i∂afa (pp. 311-315)

al-FaÒl 7: fi l-Ìaraka (pp. 317-330)

al-Bab 4: fi l-ajsam al-†abi¨iyya wa-
muqawwamatiha wa-aÌkamiha (pp. 331ff)

al-FaÒl 1: fi muqawwamat al-jism al-†abi¨i
wa aÌkamihi al-¨amma (pp. 333-346)

al-FaÒl 2: fi l-¨anaÒir wa aÌwaliha bi-¨tibar
al-infirad (pp. 347-357)

al-FaÒl 3: fi Ìalat hadhihi l-¨anaÒir ¨inda
imtizajiha wa tarakkubiha (pp. 359-362)

al-FaÒl 4: fi l-kaˆinat allati Ìuduthuha min
al-¨anaÒir bi-ghayr tarkib (pp. 363-371)

al-FaÒl 5: fi ma yatakawwanu ¨an al-
¨anaÒir bi-tarkib minha (pp. 373-379)

al-FaÒl 6: fi ithbat al-muÌaddid li-l-jihat
wa dhikr lawazimihi (pp. 381-390)

al-FaÒl 7: fi saˆir al-aflak wa l-kawakib
(pp. 391-405)

al-Bab 5: fi l-nufus wa Òifatiha wa
athariha (pp. 407ff)

maqalat 4: dar kayfiyyat-i maÌsusa bi-
Ìawass-i Âahir (vol. 3, pp. 68-78 [546-
556])
maqalat 5: dar anwa¨-i kayf ki ishan ra bi
Ìiss-i Âahir dar natawan yaft (vol. 3, pp.
79-94 [557-572])
maqalat 6: dar i∂afat (vol. 3, pp. 94-98
[572-576])
maqalat 7: dar Ìarakat (vol. 3, pp. 98-111
[576-589])

Jumla 3: dar ¨ilm-i asfal ki ¨ilm-i †abi¨i ast
fann 1:dar ajsam-i †abi¨i (vol. 4, pp. 1ff
[621ff])
maqalat 1: dar muqawwamat-i [jism-i] †abi¨i
wa aÌkam-i ¨amma-i an na aÌkam-i khaÒÒ
bi-har jismi (vol. 4, pp. 1-14 [621-634])
maqalat 2: dar ¨anaÒir wa aÌwal-i an bi
i¨tibar-i infirad (vol. 4, pp. 14-26 [634-
646])
maqalat 3: dar aÌwal-i in ¨anaÒir bi i¨tibar-
i imtizaj wa tarkib-i ishan (vol. 4, pp. 26-
30 [646-650])
maqalat 4: dar kaˆinati ki Ìuduth-i ishan
az ¨anaÒir na bi tarkib ast (vol. 4, pp. 30-38
[650-658])
maqalat 5: dar anja mutakawwin misha-
vad az ¨anaÒir bi-tarkib wa an mawalid-i
thalathah ast: ma¨dan wa nabat wa
Ìayawan (vol. 4, pp. 38-45 [658-665])
maqalat 6: dar ithbat-i muÌaddid-i jihat
wa dhikr-i lawazim-i an (vol. 4, pp. 45-55
[665-675])
maqalat 7: dar saˆir-i aflak wa kawakib wa
dhikr-i jumla az aÌwal-i ishan (vol. 4, pp.
55-69 [675-689])

fann 2: dar nufus wa Òifat wa athar-i an
(vol. 4, pp. 70ff [690ff])
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al-FaÒl 1: fi ithbat wujud al-nafs (pp. 409-
417)

al-FaÒl 2: fi ma yaÂharu ¨an al-nafs min al-
quwa al-nabatiyya (pp. 419-424)

al-FaÒl 3: fi quwa al-Ìiss wa l-Ìaraka al-
iradiyya (pp. 425-437)44

al-FaÒl 4: fi l-quwa allati la na¨lamuha
ÌaÒila li-ghayr al-insan min al-Ìaywanat
al-akhar (pp. 439-444)
al-FaÒl 5: fi l-manamat wa l-waÌy wa l-
ilham wa l-mu¨jizat wa l-karamat wa l-
athar al-ghariba al-Òadira ¨an al-nafs wa
darajat al-¨arifin wa maqamatihim wa kay-
fiyyat irtiya∂ihim (pp. 445-462)

al-FaÒl 6: fi abadiyyat al-nafs wa aÌwaliha
ba¨da kharab al-badan (pp. 463-474)

al-FaÒl 7: fi ithbat al-nufus al-samaˆiyya
(pp. 475-478)46

maqalat 1: dar ithbat-i wujud-i nafs wa
anki ma¨qulat-i u mumkin nabashad ki dar
[alati-yi] badani [ÌaÒil shud wa-anki u dar
ta¨aqqul ki kamal] dhati ust az badan
mustaghnist (vol. 4, pp. 70-78 [690-
698])
maqalat 2: dar quwa-yi nabati ki az nafs-i
Âahir mishavad wa shakk namikunim ki
insan wa Ìayawan-i a¨jam wa nabat dar an
mushtarikand (vol. 4, pp. 79-84 [699-
704])
maqalat 3: dar quwa-yi Ìiss wa Ìarakat-i
iradi ki az nafs-i insan Òadir mishavad wa
shakk namikunim dar an ki baqi-yi
Ìayawan ra ÌaÒil ast (vol. 4, pp. 85-97
[705-717])
maqalat 4: dar quwati-yi jand ki
namidanim ki ghayr-i insan ra ÌaÒil ast az
Ìaywanat (vol. 4, pp. 97-103 [717-723])45

maqalat 5: dar manamat wa waÌy wa
ilham wa mu¨jizat wa karamat wa athar-i
gharib ki az nafs Òadir shud wa darajat-i
¨arifan wa maqamat wa kayfiyyat-i
riya∂at-i ishan (vol. 4, pp. 103-118 [723-
738])
maqalat 6: dar abadiyyat-i nafs wa aÌwal-
u ba¨d az kharab-i badan (vol. 4, pp. 119-
130 [739-750])
maqalat 7: dar ithbat-i nufus-i samawi
wa kayfiyyat-i taÒawwurat-i ishan wa
taÌarrukat-i ishan (vol. 4, pp. 131-135
[751-755])

44 Due to a corruption of the print of the Kashif, the section corresponding to Durrat
al-taj, vol. 4, p. 97 [717]:8-14, which according to the order of the text should appear on
p. 437 following line 7, is mistakenly printed on p. 440 lines 7-12.

45 Durrat al-taj, vol. 4, p. 100 [720]:10-11 is incomplete and corrupt. For the correct
and complete passage, see Kashif p. 441 lines 19-22.

46 The print of the Kashif is corrupt on p. 475, where approximately three lines are
missing at the end of the page; on p. 476 lines 20-25 are also corrupt.
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al-Bab 6: fi l-¨uqul wa athariha fi al-¨ala-
mayn al-jismani wa l-ruÌani (pp. 479ff)

al-FaÒl 1: fi anna l-¨aql huwa maÒdar
wujud al-nufus kulliha (pp. 481-485)

al-FaÒl 2: fi annahu law la al-¨aql la-ma
kharajat al-nufus fi ta¨aqqulatiha min al-
quwwa ila l-fi¨l (pp. 487-492)

al-FaÒl 3: fi bayan asnad ma la yatanaha
min al-Ìarakat wa l-Ìawadith ila l-¨aql (pp.
493-499)
al-FaÒl 4: fi kayfiyyat kawn al-¨aql maÒ-
daran li-l-ajsam (pp. 501-506)

al-FaÒl 5: fi anna l-tashabbuh bi-l-¨aql
huwa ghayat al-Ìarakat al-samawiyya (pp.
507-511)47

al-FaÒl 6: fi bayan anna l-¨aql yajibu an
yakuna Ìayyan mudrikan li-dhatihi wa li-
ghayrihi (pp. 513-518)

al-FaÒl 7: fi bayan kathrat al-¨uqul (pp.
519-524)

al-Bab 7: fi wajib al-wujud wa waÌda-
niyyatihi wa nu¨ut jalalihi wa kayfiyyat
fi¨lihi wa-¨inayatihi (pp. 525ff)

al-FaÒl 1: fi ithbat wajib al-wujud li-dha-
tihi (pp. 527-533)

Jumla 5:dar ¨ilm-i a¨la ki ¨ilm-i ilahi ast
fann 1: dar ¨uqul wa athar-i an dar [¨alam-
i] jismani wa ruÌani (vol. 5, pp. 1ff
[763ff])
maqalat 1: dar anki ¨aql maÒdar-i wujud-i
jumla-yi nufus ast (vol. 5, pp. 1-6 [763-
768])
maqalat 2: dar anki agar ¨aql nabudi nufus
dar ta¨aqqulat-i khish az quwat bi fi¨l
nayamadi wa anki mustanid-i kamal-i
dhati nafs ¨aql ast (vol. 5, pp. 7-13 [769-
775])
maqalat 3: dar bayan-i istinad-i ma la
yatanahi az Ìarakat wa-Ìawadith bi ¨aql
(vol. 5, pp. 13-21 [775-783])
maqalat 4: dar kayfiyyat-i anki ¨aql maÒ-
dar-i ajsam ast (vol. 5, pp. 22-28 [784-
790])
maqalat 5: dar anki tashabbuh bi ¨aql
ghayat-i Ìarakat-i samawi ast (vol. 5, pp.
28-34 [790-796])
maqalat 6: dar bayan-i anki wajib ast ki
¨aql Ìayy bashad wa mudrik-i dhat-i khud
wa ghayr khud [wa] dar jagunagi-yi an
idrak (vol. 5, pp. 34-39 [796-801])
maqalat 7: dar [bayan-i] kathrat-i ¨uqul wa
jumla az aÌkam ki muta¨allaq ast bi an
(vol. 5, pp. 40-45 [802-807])

fann 2: dar wajib al-wujud [wa] waÌda-
niyyat-i u wa nu¨ut-i jalal-i u wa kay-
fiyyat-i fi¨l wa ¨inayat-i u (vol. 5, pp. 46ff
[808ff])
maqalat 1: dar ithbat-i wajib al-wujud li-
dhatihi (vol. 5, pp. 46-53 [808-815])

47 At the end of faÒl 5 of the Kashif, the last paragraph (= Durrat al-taj, vol. 5,
pp. 33:12-34:4 [795:12-796:4]) is missing; it is to be found at the end of faÒl 6 (Kashif,
p. 518:1-9).
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al-FaÒl 2: fi wajib al-wujud waÌid (pp.
535-542)48

al-FaÒl 3: fi tanzih wajib al-wujud (pp.
543-547)

al-FaÒl 4: fi ma yan¨atu bihi wajib al-
wujud min nu¨ut al-jalal wa l-ikram (pp.
549-555)
al-FaÒl 5: fi tabyin kawn Òifat al-wajib li-
dhatihi la tujibu kathra (pp. 557-561)

al-FaÒl 6: fi kayfiyyat fi¨l wajib al-wujud
wa tartib al-mumkinat ¨anhu (pp. 563-579)

al-FaÒl 7: fi ¨inayat wajib al-wujud bi-
makhluqatihi wa raÌmatihi lahum wa
Ìikmatihi fi ijadihim (pp. 581-598)49

maqalat 2: dar anki wajib al-wujud yaki
ast wa u ra bar hij kathrati bi wajhi az
wujuh Ìaml natawan kard (vol. 5, pp. 53-
62 [815-824])
maqalat 3: dar tanzih-i wajib al-wujud az
anji tanzih[-u] az an wajib bashad (vol. 5,
pp. 62-67 [824-829])
maqalat 4: dar anji wajib al-wujud ra bi an
waÒf kunand az Òifat-i jalal wa ikram (vol.
5, pp. 67-75 [829-837])
maqalat 5: dar bayan anki Òifat-i wajib al-
wujud li-dhatihi mujib-i kathrati nistand
na bi-Ìasab-i taqawwum-i dhat-i u wa na
bi-Ìasab-i anji daru mutaqarrar shud ba¨d
az taqawwum-i dhat-i u (vol. 5, pp. 75-80
[837-842])
maqalat 6:dar kayfiyyat-i fi¨l-i wajib al-
wujud wa tartib-i mumkinat az u (vol. 5,
pp. 80-99 [842-861])
maqalat 7: dar ¨inayat-i wajib al-wujud bi-
makhluqat u wa raÌmat-i u ishan ra wa
Ìikmat-i u dar ijad-i ishan (vol. 5, pp. 99-
119 [861-881])

48 The printed text of the Kashif is corrupt on p. 538:10-13, where p. 538:5-9 is
repeated by mistake; Kashif p. 538:7-9 is a misplaced and corrupt repetition of p. 538:2-
4. A comparison of the text with the corresponding passage in Durrat al-taj shows that
something is missing here.

49 The respective formulations of the concluding Ìamdala are different in Kashif
(p. 598:15-16) and in Durrat al-taj (vol. 5, p. 119 [881]:6-8)


